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“IS YOUR LIFE PARCHED OR WELL-WATERED?”
REV. WAYNE F. KNOUSE

Scripture Background: Jeremiah 17:15 - 10; Psalm 1; I Corinthians 15:12 - 20; Luke 6:17 - 26
Jeremiah 17 : 5ff  Thus says the Lord: Cursed are those who trust in mere mortals and make flesh their strength, whose hearts turn away from the Lord.  They shall be like a shrub in the desert...They shall live in the parched places of the wilderness, in an uninhabited salt land.  Blessed are those who trust in the Lord... They shall be like a tree planted by water sending out its shoots by the stream.  It shall not fear when heat comes, and its leaves stay green; in the year of drought it is not anxious, and it does not cease to bear fruit.
Luke 6 : 19 And all in the crowd were trying to touch him (Jesus), for power came out from him and healed all of them.

It’s interesting how the biblical text makes clear allusions or direct references to the physical conditions in which God’s people lived at various times and places in their history - whether they were poor, or suffering, or prosperous, at war, or living in peace.  Often the text alludes to the climatic conditions under which people lived.  And the experience of climate receiving the most attention in the Bible is the condition of drought - when the rains failed - that was the most life threatening; the condition and reality they faced most often; a condition of living death in a rural agrarian society.
I
There was the constant fear and threat in the life of Israel that the rains would fail and crops would dry up leaving the nation with no food, so that famine and mass starvation would prevail.  And so it’s no accident that there are so many references to drought and drought-like conditions; it was a national obsession (to which we can easily relate and apply to ourselves.)
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The Holy Scripture begins on that very note in the Creation Story in Genesis 2 - describing the time before creation as a time “when no plant of the field was yet in the earth, and no herb of the field had sprung up; for the Lord had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was no one to till the ground;” in other words, a “precreation” state akin to dust, a parched earth that wouldn’t yet give birth or grow anything - a condition denoting a state of death (Genesis 2: 5).
So too, drought becomes a metaphor for the moral and spiritual condition of the people.  The voice of the prophets (as in our text) is often a voice describing the drought of the human spirit - that the sense of God’s presence in daily life has dried up, just as the fields have dried up and blown away.
Then on the other hand (and just as prominently as the preoccupation with drought), there is the celebration of growth as symbolized in the sacred grove or the mythical “tree of life” - the luxuriant, bushy, leafy, perfectly shaped tree, loaded with its fruit. What prairie person doesn’t resonate with that, just as the people of the Bible would have.

Remember the story of the explorer, Palliser (after whom the geographical Palliser Triangle is named), crossing this prairie land in the 18th century, suggesting in his report that such a barren, treeless, waterless waste, as he described the Canadian prairie region, was not fit for man or beast; and remember too that most every tree you see within towns and countryside has been planted and tended by human hands, to show how precious they are to us (and how it pains me personally to see clear-cutting forests and up-rooting trees and bluffs, pushed into piles and burned, to create more crop land, with the growing suspicion that such overkill is helping generate the climate change to hotter, drier growing seasons, at least in part). 

And so, it is not accidental in the Bible that the story of Creation (Genesis 2) culminates in a garden paradise, called the “Garden of Eden” (as was actually visualized during the Babylonian Captivity of the Jews (586-510 BC ca.) in the great Fertile Crescent formed by the Tigris and Euphrates rivers and surrounding the ancient city of Babylon, the area of antiquity where human civilization is reputed to have begun).
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The importance of the “sacred tree” as a symbol of the gift of life within a desert landscape denoting death comes up again and again in scripture - the tree as a symbol of life and as a clear alternative to death that God has created, comes up again and again in scripture, in geographical references, especially in the various oases around which settlements were built, that eventually grew into cities and “hubs” of industry and commerce.  So various place names became prominent as regional centres - Shechem (Oaks of Moreh in the Abraham story); Bethel (important to the story of Jacob), Shiloh (home of Samuel, the last and most effective “Judge”) the “Oaks of Mamre” at Hebron, (where Abraham finally found a home), all of them built in the middle of a “sacred grove” that continued to be a source of life and blessing for those who would live there.

Now isn’t it interesting how both of these experiences of nature, one a blessing and the other a curse, so central in the on-going life of Israel, as metaphors, now find their way into the prophetic oracles of Jeremiah as in our text, and as well in the wisdom psalm that stands at the head of the Psalter.  And we of all people can identify so readily with these texts because of our experience of living in this land, either we or generations past and their constant struggle waged between the forces of life and death.
For Jeremiah the reference to drought in the first instance in true prophetic fashion describes the condition of society in general and religious life in particular (the horrible details of which in man’s inhumanity to others and his evil devices we
learn in many other places in scripture, especially Deuteronomy and other great prophets); the prophet’s alarm over what he sees as people who in effect are falling away from God, ignoring their need for spiritual nurture with regular worship (or commitment to it), flagrantly disobeying and ignoring the covenant laws of community life and ethical business practice - standards of respect and civility and caring for one another; instead, having been seduced by the lure of individual wealth, as driven by individualistic greed and the domination and control of one by another; all of it approved by corrupt and silent and decadent kings and priests.

Jeremiah tells his community what the consequences will be for this neglect and abuse of what truly brings life, that is, living that honours and glorifies God and walks in God’s ways; that ignoring God in the excitement and attraction of secular life with all its entertainments will result in a slow death, so that life will “dry up”, disappear, as when the rains are withheld and everything turns to dust - lifeless.

Jeremiah teaches us, in close parallel with Psalm 1, that there are two clear paths in life, two ways we can go, two dimensions or perspectives available to us - a life without God which is like land with no rain; or, a life of productive growth with God, a life that has eternal qualities, a life filled with love and compassion, a life in communion with God, born and nurtured of God, a life that does not end in death and oblivion.
III
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The alternatives Jeremiah suggests and the society he reflects we should see as a mirror image of our own western society and culture; the vast secularizing of our society that has seeped into every corner of existence like a plague, consuming more and more of our consumer dollars, totally compromising the day of rest as a day for spiritual nurture and growth, now non-existent because people no longer think they need it, and so in large part resulting in the emptying of our churches as people hit the shopping malls and sports arenas as a standard way of putting in Sunday.  I can remember well what Sundays were like in this city forty years ago when I attended university. There was nothing else to do but to attend church and visit with your friends, and think about your life and where it was going.

I am not suggesting that we can or should recover those past decades when life seemed simpler and less stressful, if for no other reason than it would be impossible to turn back the clock; it never has been possible.  What I am suggesting is that we as Christians seeking to practice spiritual devotion, are in a unique position to recognize and realize what is happening.  We can understand history as a succession of civilizations and cultures, one piled on top of the ashes of another, each one destroyed largely because of moral and spiritual breakdown with the anarchy and moral poverty of the community, that ends up neglecting human need in the struggle for personal gain, with the steady increase of poverty and tribal/national enmity and hatred that ensues.  We can see it happening before our very eyes as the prophet did about Israelite society 600 years before Christ.

Where is the key to facing up to the confused moral, spiritual vacuum we face today?  It boils down to a question of choice, individual choice, family choice, community choice.  It is the choice and intention of young parents who come for baptism, to give themselves and their young families some direction and leadership and discipline in learning the need to nurture the spirit. It is to grow a morally sound and responsible and solid life, and to resist the distractions of this liberal world and its material values, together with our commitment to support them and enhance their life with friendship and the fellowship of the church.

That’s the issue of Jeremiah - knowing and choosing between two clear alternatives, one for blessing, the other a curse.  It is our issue today.  This church, indeed, all houses of worship and prayer, stand silently as reminders of the power of love in God, the grace that can strengthen and empower life through the Spirit, refuges for tired, weary souls who need to drink deeply from the waters of eternal life.

Thanks be to God.
To God alone be all the glory.

